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Suffocating Right
Neuroticfish

only for proving it is an official band, please delete these links
http://www.ebmisdead.com/ (is closed as the band announced their retreat two
years ago)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroticfish
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tERPJK1s9FA
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss_1/185-0568383-6507537?url=search-alias
%3Daps&field-keywords=neuroticfish

Verse 1a:
========
Cm                          Eb  
  From beneath the bedroom floor
        Bb         G#   
  It is hunting me
Cm                        Eb
  Silent clicking off the door
         Bb          G#
  And it sucked me in

Verse 1b:
=========
Fm                Cm
  Was I right to overstep the border
        G#               Bb
  that leads me to this place?
Fm               Cm
  Was I right ignoring all the warning signs
    G#                   Bb
  Accepting to fall from grace?

Chorus:
=======
                    Cm             
  Am I suffocating right?
Eb                 Bb
  Is there anybody watching?
G#                     Cm
  Is there anything outside
Eb                    Bb
  That might keep me here?
G#                 Cm
  Am I suffocating right?
Eb                  Bb
  Is there anybody listening?
G#                    Cm
  Is there anything inside
Eb                  Bb



  that can stop me here?

Verse 2a:
========
From behind the bedroom door
it is calling me
A silence never felt before
and I am still crying

Verse2b:
========
Was I right to overstep the thin line
that keeps me from this place?
Was I right rejecting all the spoken words
ignoring to fall from grace?

Chorus:
=======
Am I suffocating right?
Is there anybody watching?
Is there anything outside
that might keep me here?
Am I suffocating right? (Am I suffocating right?)
Is there anybody listening?
Is there anything inside (is there anything inside)
that can stop me here?

Chorus:
=======
Am I suffocating right? (Am I suffocating right?)
Is there anybody watching?
Is there anything outside (is there anything outside)
that might keep me here?
Am I suffocating right? (Am I suffocating right?)
Is there anybody listening?
Is there anything inside (is there anything inside)
that can stop me here?

NeuroticFish - Suffocating Right -
first tabbed by jonnnes on Ultimate-Guitar.com

Outro:
======
         Cm               Eb  
And I m sucked right in ...
         Bb               G#
And I m sucked right in ...
         Cm               Eb  
And I m sucked right in ...
         Bb               G#
And I m sucked right in ...


